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HUX is a market-leading joinery
specialist that creates bespoke
cabinetry, kitchens and furniture for
a wide range of design professionals
and discerning private individuals.

The company offers a seamless
concept to completion service,
dedicated to designing and
manufacturing individually tailored
joinery pieces and kitchens of the
highest quality, all delivered at a
competitive price.
Based in West London, HUX’s core
business is working collaboratively
with interior designers on both
commercial and residential projects,
turning design intent drawings into
fully-realised shop drawings and
exploring different styles, finishes 
and textures. 
The core team includes a RIBA part III
architect, BIID member, and specialist
kitchen designer with 20 years’
experience at Smallbone and
Roundhouse. In essence, the team
provides a perfect balance of
traditional and contemporary. It is this

combination of creative flair and
manufacturing expertise that enables
HUX to integrate the latest cutting-
edge technologies and finishes into
its furniture.
High street kitchen and joinery
companies offer a degree of flexibility,
but fundamentally they are working to
a pre-determined palette of styles,
materials and finishes. Every HUX
commission is truly bespoke. 
HUX’s interior design clients really
value being able to manage the
quality and timelines of this critical
aspect by working directly with a
dedicated joinery provider, rather
than relying on a main contractor
subcontracting the work to an
unknown third party. 
HUX originated as an in-house joinery
arm of a design and build company,
so the team is hugely experienced in
working alongside a main contractor.
It still works closely with its main
contractor sister company, so is able
to provide other trades, or even
incorporate the joinery package, into
a main contractor service if required.

All of the HUX joinery is made in
Britain, put together by its own team
of expert cabinet-makers in a 4,000
square foot workshop on the outskirts
of West London. 
The company supplies joinery to
London and the Home Counties, but
also undertakes larger projects and
bespoke furniture pieces for
residential and commercial schemes
throughout the UK and beyond.

HUX
Market-leading joinery specialist draws on years of experience 
to provide a perfect balance of traditional and contemporary 

Studio
26 Arlington Gardens W4 4EY

Workshop
Unit 5 Chailey Industrial Estate,
Pump Lane UB3 3NB

020 8747 3743
www.hux-london.co.uk


